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Hello,  
Sales tracking service 
Canadian print book sales 



These icons you will see throughout the presentation represent the BNC products and services. 

- Standards 
- BiblioShare 
- CataList 
- EDI 
- SalesData 
- Research 

Mostly going to touch on BiblioShare, CataList and SalesData, but I’m going to start with Standards, because who doesn’t love a good standards presentation? 

#standards



So, why would I start with this? Not going to spend a lot of time on it, but some background is likely required. 
Well it is foundational to everything that BookNet does. We work with a diverse group of stakeholders - publisher, retailers, libraries and wholesalers - and standards help us build a foundation for communication between those different stakeholders. We are looking for commonality and consensus - it helps us make our industry move more 
better.



This is a standard...actually a few of them...ISBN, EAN, GTIN,  barcode...



● EDI
● Bibliographic
● Subject Schemes

○ BISAC
○ Thema

● Identifiers
○ ISBN/ISNI/ISTC

● Others…
○ Epub/GDSN/SAN

We actively participate in many of these and others we monitor



ONIX and Subject Coding



Subject Coding

BISAC THEMA

Thema overview:  115,833 books support Thema 

Thema webinar on June 6th 

A reconstituted Thema Working Group was formed in the spring of 2017 under an industry chair and is developing recommendations for Gender Identity classification. BookNet Canada and members of this group are participating with the CFLA's Indigenous Matters Committee. This group is looking to implement policies for libraries and archives based on the 
recommendations of the full Truth and Reconciliation Committee of Canada. A sub-group within that larger project is looking at subject classification and we are participating with a Publisher Working Group to develop appropriate classifications for these needs. A forthcoming Thema proposal will be based on these results.





Canadian Contributors in ONIX

109,000  books

138,000  contributors

1200 publishers

How? 
Why? 

Total number of books identified with Canadian contributors:  Almost 109,000  (108,988) 

Number of authors associated with those books:   over 165,500   (165535) 

Number of Canadian authors associated with those books:   over 138,000  (138147)  NOT UNIQUE BY INDIVIDUAL 

Number of Publishers producing those books:   over 1200   (deduped but quickly) 

Publisher counts attached. 



Geography Subject Coding
THEMA

18,887 books support one or more geography 
qualifiers.

4,328 books support one or more Canadian geography 
qualifier.

2574 books support a country qualifier only for Canada.

934 books support a Provincial qualifier only within 
Canada.

977 books support a Provincial sub-unit within Canada.

BISAC

20,355 books support a BISAC Regional Code.

13,790 books support one or more Canadian BISAC 
Regional Codes.

6542 support a country regional code for Canada.

7342 books support a Province or lower code within 
Canada.

BISAC Regional overview: 
Thema Canadian Regional Qualifier Code use:

#keywords



- Top 10 ‘Canadian’ keywords 
- From a list derived from our Canadians Reading Canadians study, and augmented a little by us 
- First is all books in BiblioShare 
- Second is just the Canadian authored books



The most ‘Canadian’ book based on the keywords supplied. 
However, keywords giveth and keywords taketh away. 
Too long. 
Data that is supplied elsewhere is repeated here. 

So, now that we have the foundation...and all the publishers are supplying everything to all the retailers/wholesalers with varying degrees of acceptance what else do you do...well you go back and keep on improving...and you also make sure to send the data onto us.. 

#BiblioShare 



BiblioShare: 
Driving discovery through biblio data

A service completely built around standards...and at times built to get around them...



What is it? 

It is a bibliographic quality control tool focused on improving publisher supplied metadata. 
It is also a bibliographic aggregation service who’s purpose is to both disseminate the aggregated data to as many projects/people as possible and to make it easier.



 
2.7+ million biblio records
1.8+ million cover images

200K other images
10K samples

100K+ Canadian authored records

What is it? 

It is a bibliographic quality control tool focused on improving publisher supplied metadata. 
It is also a bibliographic aggregation service who’s purpose is to both disseminate the aggregated data to as many projects/people as possible and to make it easier.



WordPress, Shopify, 15 web services, custom exports...



49th Shelf



ONIX and MARC from BiblioShare 
Thomas King - A Coyote Solstice Tale



CataList: 
eCatalogues and more...



- What is it?

- Can search by Canadian author






- exporting




- Daya can be easily exported into different formats...including MARC.

#MARC record




- MARC

#LoanStars




- Value to libraries 

-  • way for librarians and patrons to discover new content 

-  • discovery tool that uses librarian's skills to create a librarian curated list  

-  • new materials for reader advisory groups 

-  • provide access to digital ARCs using NetGalley - we will do what we can to facilitate the process of librarians obtaining ARCs 









- we produce posters and other marketing material every month 

-we have purposely kept biblio data stripped down for patron use 

-used for patrons and sent out to all branch staff 
- new web site just launched at loanstars.ca 

#LibraryData 



LibraryData: 
BNC’s Library Circulation Data Project

Because you love SalesData, we’re working on bringing you a similar reporting service built on Library circulation data



Loans
Holds

Renewals
Copies on Order

Collection Quantity

By item, weekly…(no patron information)



Evergreen
Koha

Horizon
Symphony

Polaris

Currently in a testing phase with 7 libraries across Canada, and working with five Integrated Library Systems (essentially, POS for libraries) - Polaris, Symphony, Horizon, Evergreen and Koha. 



Many thanks to our ILS development 
partner libraries:

Marigold Library System and TRAC  
Huntsville Public Library 

Lincoln Public Library 
Ottawa Public Library 

Vancouver Public Library

Our early beta dataset is from the Polaris ILS, and we are working with these libraries on ongoing development work with their ILS



and many more!

Including Hamilton, Newmarket, Vaughan, Coquitlam, Cornwall, Stouffville-Whitchurch, and Toronto Public Library, among others!



LibraryData
Reporting



“Popular Books” 
Based on loans, holds or orders.

To analyze demand from patrons or from libraries and ranked 
Similar to the bestseller report in SalesData 



Subject Based Reporting: 
top branch or library

To look at branches or library systems and subject trends across them, over time or comparatively. 



Gap Analysis against CataList 
catalogues

For librarians and publishers to identify gaps in a library’s collection based on the ISBNs listed in a CataList catalog with a few clicks. 



Regional Analysis  
by city or province

Illuminate regional trends, help publicists plan book tours or events, 

(breathe)  

help librarians understand how they may want to manage or move their collections 

(breathe) 

or where they may be gaps in collections based on what’s performing at nearby libraries or in comparable areas. 



Comparing circulation  
data to sales

And of course, leveraging our SalesData service so we can better understand and identify trends and the relationship between library activity and sales. 



Based on our beta data…

Show you some of our most preliminary findings based on data from our beta libraries from the Polaris ILS 

Covering April 9, 2018 - April 30, 2018 
280 reporting branches in 9 Library Systems



 
9 Library Systems

280 branches

~900K loans
~15 million holds

Show you some of our most preliminary findings based on data from our beta libraries from the Polaris ILS 

Covering April 9, 2018 - April 30, 2018 
280 reporting branches in 9 Library Systems



 
Canadian Authored

6% of loans
14% of holds

Canadian 

Caveat - a lot of older titles likely are missing the Canadian marker in our data so I’m thinking that the loans number is low.



Popular Titles
Library:
1. The Rooster Bar  

(John Grisham)
2. Fire and Fury 

(Michael Wolff)
3. The Great Alone  

(Kristin Hannah)
4. The Midnight Line  

(Lee Child)
5. The Perfect Nanny 

(Leila Slimani)

Sales:
1. A Higher Loyalty 

(James Comey)
2. 12 Rules for Life  

(Jordan B. Peterson)
3. The Right Time

 (Danielle Steel)
4. Camino Island  

(John Grisham)
5. The Subtle Art of Not 

Giving a F*ck  
(Mark Manson)

Popular titles based on LOANS.  
Notice the Fiction and Thrillers / Suspense focus of the Library top 5. 
(breathe) 
Sales for same period a mix of Juv / Adult, Fic and NF 



“Most Wanted”
Library:
1. 12 Rules for Life

(Jordan B. Peterson)
1. Little Fires Everywhere  

(Celeste Ng)
2. Fire and Fury 

(Michael Wolff)
3. The Subtle Art of Not Giving a 

F*ck  
(Mark Manson)

4. The Perfect Nanny 
(Leila Slimani)

Sales:
1. A Higher Loyalty 

(James Comey)
2. 12 Rules for Life  

(Jordan B. Peterson)
3. The Right Time

 (Danielle Steel)
1. Camino Island  

(John Grisham)
2. The Subtle Art of Not 

Giving a F*ck  
(Mark Manson)

Popular titles based on HOLDS for the most recent week. 

We can see a stronger subject mix here in the Holds data, and more overlap between the holds and sales top titles. 

Curious to see if this stronger correlation to the sales figures for the same period holds true as we continue processing library data from more libraries over a longer period of time.  



Regional Comparison

1. Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
2. Juvenile Fiction / Readers / 

Beginner
3. Juvenile Fiction / General
4. Fiction / Literary
5. Fiction / Women

1. Juvenile Fiction / General
2. Fiction / Thrillers / Suspense
3. Juvenile Fiction / Media Tie-In
4. Juvenile Fiction / Humorous 

Stories
5. Juvenile Fiction / Comics and 

Graphic Novels

We also decided to compare two libraries of similar size from different areas, so we compared data from Hamilton Public Library and Marigold Library System in Alberta, part of the TRAC consortium. 

Seeing a stronger trend in JUV in TRAC, more adult in Hamilton. 

We hope to use this data to” 

build comparative tools for librarians. For example, ability for a librarian in Hamilton to compare their Juvenile Fiction / Comics and Graphic Novels collection to Marigold’s, to see which high-performing titles they may want to add to their collection. 



LibraryData: 
What’s Next?

Collecting more data! 

Recruiting participant libraries! 

Building report types that will serve all of our stakeholders and illuminate this part of the industry. 

More talks with you - our publishing and library industry stakeholders - about what you hope to learn from this data and how we can provide you with tools to better understand your business. 



Questions?
ngenner@booknetcanada.ca

salesdata@booknetcanada.ca
librarydata@booknetcanada.ca

www.booknetcanada.ca
Sign up for free BNC eNews

facebook.com/BookNetCanada
@booknet_canada

mailto:salesdata@booknetcanada.ca

